
LEONARDO.AI PROMPTS

monkey astronaut in nebula, galaxies, photography, 
photorealistic photograph, super detailed, detailed 
texture, professionally retouched, professional Post 

Processing, professional post-production 

[Minimalist retro sci - fi art collage, surrealism] crowd 
surrounding the mysterious alien starships, in the style 

of single object, british topographical, light brown, 
circular shapes, french landscape, green academia, 

celestial

Stunning photos of alien flowers species with ziggurat 
structurem, close - up of a majestic, beautiful, on a 

black gradient background, widescreen film



logo, a rooster on top of a cube cartoonish 

low angle image of spider-man in a tense, action-packed 
scene, with explosive energy and bold dynamic 

composition, in the style of Ross Tran

a very cute monster with a crystal body and intense 
eyes in an cave environment, anime style illustration 

with a fantasy vibe, by Kiyohiko Azuma, by Paul Bonner, 
soft colors, soft Gradients

Vibrant Ink And Luministic Oil Painting, in the style of 
Erin Hanson & Norman Rockwell & Joseph Zbukvic,

small seaside town with a fountain, trees, beach, waves, 
whitewater, ocean, sunset, clouds, hyperdetailed, 

cinematic lighting, long shadows, saturated contrast

A tea made of forget-me-not flowers, soothing, food 
photography, blue porcelain cup, delicate, morning light 



victorian english bulldog with a top hat and posing on 
the streets of old London, surrealism, atmospheric 

lighting, realistic skin tones, epic details, portrait 
photography

mossy magical Forest, iridescent roses, small elegant 
opal glowing Butterflies, aurora borealis ribbons, fairy 
lights, photorealistic, intricate details, octane render, 

3d, 8k, hdr,

single image rainy sci-fi scene experience music 
museum john paul getty museum mountainside palm 
trees sun showers banff springs hotel raining pouring 

A collaboration of Pierre Soulages & Piet Mondrian & 
Ken Howard, macro close up of vibrant macaroons, 

hyper detailed, cinematic lighting, long shadows, 
saturated contrast, rough edges, abstract painting, 

fragmented realism, expressionism, hard-edge painting, 
emotional gestural strokes



Photo of cute realistic and high detailed German 
Shepherd swat team, high detailed full swat armor 
outfit with with tactical vest and helmit, carrying a 
realistic ar15, background of city with police swat 

vehicles, well lit environment, heroic pose, ultra hd, 8k

a samurai caballero, anime art, serene atmosphere,

multilayered realism, hikecore, reflections, paintings,
concept art, serene visuals, warm color palette, mingei,

uhd image, bold colors and brushwork, in the style of
andreas rocha, li shuxing, highly detailed foliage, fluid

and loose, vibrant color scheme, in the style of cyril
rolando, daniel f. gerhartz, anime aesthetic, uhd image,

free brushwork, zeng chuangxing

epic scene from a young adult fantasy. a 15 years old 
very handsome boy wearing a hoddie and a 50 years old 
vintage cool man with a vintage steampunk look fleeing 
from a magic and mystical gate. On the other side of the 

magical gate a modern city looms in ruins and 
completely covered with vegetation, fantasy, colorist, 

scifi, hyperrealistic style

an illustration of a big spider crawling through a cave

and approaching someone, in the style of tom bagshaw,
andreas rocha, figura serpentinata, dragon art, slender,

whimsical cyborgs, hyper-detailed



Monkey, native indian outfit, realistic photography, 
detailed, magic light, colorful background, intricate 

details, rich colors, realistic style, front look,

**colorful dragonfly sitting on a waterlily in a peaceful 
koi pond, macro closeup focus on the intricate details 

on the dragonfly’s wings with its metallic and iridescent 
scales, beautiful image, dramatic composition including 
golden ratio proportions, dew and tiny water droplets, 

professional photograph rich with atmospheric 
perspective with the Tyndall effect, bokeh, and dappled 
light, high definition photo and 8K resolution, dramatic 

lighting, cobalt blue, orange, yellow, turquoise

the fox by rachel robinsonart, in the style of christopher 
balaskas, light gold and light amber, charles spencelayh, 

dima dmitriev, 2d game art, luminous portraits, cute 
cartoonish designs



luxurious hall with pool, in the style of light pastel 
colors, hand - painted details, romantic, photo taken 

with nikon d750, gari melchers, qian xuan,

cute rocket to the universe,pixar style, simple outline 
and shapes, coloring page black and white comic book 

flat vector, white backgroun

an illustration by Aaron J Riley, Bob Kehl, Stanley 
Artgerm Lau, of a fantasy Wizard’s spell book open on a 
parchment coloured surface creating the symbolic form 

of a multi-colored spell, top view, cut out, cream 
background

plein air, wilderness, large sky, abstract, rule of thirds, 
complimentary colors, skillful lighting, reverent and 

tranquil, sparth, tranquil, oil paintin 

a very cute monster with scales and many eyes and 
short fur on a fiery vulcano, anime style illustration with 
a fantasy vibe, by Kiyohiko Azuma, by Paul Bonner, soft 

colors, soft Gradients



A fountain overflowing with water, charming illustration 
by Ksenia Onegina

very stoned will smith fresh prince , WITH NIKE
VINTAGE OUTFIT TWINS dancing reggaeton at party , he 

is dancing AND DRINKING CHAMPAGNE, CONFETTI 
PARTY PARTICLES , ANALOG STYLE

an image of an llama with warm red coat and a cup, in 
the style of rendered in cinema4d, charming character 

illustrations, michael komarck, colorful storytelling, 
solarizing master, patrick mchale

a very cute monster with an metallic body and shot fur 
and long spikes in a desert, anime style illustration with 
a fantasy vibe, by Kiyohiko Azuma, by Paul Bonner, soft 

colors, soft Gradients

mesmerizing macro photograph by Mark Mawson and 
Fabian Oefner, mystical liquid ziggurat, colorful dripping 

splashing sublimating swirling liquids, ultra-sharp 
intricate details



mystical ethereal ziggurat bird melting dripping 
swirling sublimating exploding into colorful smoke:: 

artwork by Mark Mawson

a group of police officers standing with weapons, in the 
style of robotic expressionism, post-apocalyptic 
imagery, android jones, thomas dodd, dark gray, 

maidcore, ue5

You are traveling along a river in the springtime and 
come across a city surrounded by blooming flowers. As 
you approach, a misty rain begins to fall, shrouding the 

numerous houses in a veil of mystery.How do you 
navigate through this ethereal landscape? Chinese 

traditional ink painting,Chinese illustration,soft colors 
and delicate brushstrokes, Multi-dimensional paper 

kirigami craft,paper art



Illustrate a waffle cone piled high with scoops of ice 
cream and rainbow sprinkles, clouds around, pastel 
colors, light watercolor, few details, dreamy, Studio 

Ghibli, clipart, white background
 

<https://s.mj.run/q1bxR_Xyn6s> custom motorsport,

sport tuner, custom wide bodykit, revealed engine
parts, Neo Japan, vibrant livery [graffiti, mural, pop art],

rally decals, style of Khyzyl Saleem, cyberpunk car,
night city backdrop, underglow

a tiny lion with orange daisy petals for his mane, macro

lens focus on the lion’s head and daisy petals, surreal,
playful, happy, colorful, water droplet details on the

petals, and bokeh, dynamic composition and dramatic
lighting, ultra-sharp, high-definition and 8K resolution,

blue, orange, yellow 

Light colored background, 3D rendering, super cute

light pink white Pixar style fairy tale mouse, holding a
corn in hand, singing, smiling, sweet smile, cute smile,

two cute ears, sparkling fur, bright big eyes, fluffy hair,
wearing exquisite clothing, exquisite delicacy, fairy tale
story, incredible high details, Pixar style, bright colors,
natural light, Full body portrait, 5 and ctane renderings,

art station, gorgeous, ultra wide angle 



Close up photo of a Pikachu posing as a Balenciaga 
model, with high cheekbones, wearing an oversized 

Balenciaga high fashion jacket, Balenciaga commercial, 
Cinematic, Hyper-detailed, insane details, Beautifully 
color graded, Unreal Engine, DOF, Super-Resolution, 
Megapixel, Cinematic Lightning, Anti-Aliasing, FKAA, 
TXAA, RTX, SSAO, Post Processing, Post Production, 
Tone Mapping, CGI, VFX, SFX, Insanely detailed and 

intricate, Hyper maximalist, Hyper realistic, Volumetric, 
Photorealistic, ultra photoreal, ultra- detailed, intricate 

details, 8K, Super detailed, Full color, Volumetric 
lightning, HDR, Realistic, Unreal Engine, 16K, Sharp 

focus

An enchanting watercolor illustration of a tiny, wide-

eyed Yorkie puppy gently cradled in the cupped hands
of a loving caregiver ::5, the puppy's trusting expression

and delicate posture reflecting its vulnerability and
innocence ::4, watercolor style captures the fine details

of the puppy's silky fur and the tender touch of the
caregiver ::3, a soft color palette of warm earth tones,

muted grays, and gentle pinks ::2, ideal for creating
compassionate prints, evocative art, or nurturing
designs for a space that encourages empathy and

connection ::1,



creepy yoda with the venom symbiote, dark photo 
realism,

Pastel green mint leaves wall art: Mint leaves are a 
symbol of freshness and vitality, and their pastel green 

color makes for stunning wall art.

Front, super cute cartoon style smiling Bai Pomeranian 
pup sitting in a small single car, wearing a cute yellow 

dress and hat, solid color background, smiling happily, 
silly, sweet smile, shiny white plush, bright big eyes, 
fluffy tail, happy smile expression, spring rise, sweet 

smile, fairytale charm, Unreal Engine 5 and Sintan 
rendering

Vibrant Ink And Luministic Oil Painting with an 
iridescent wash, minimalism, in the style of Andrew 

Macara & Andreas Achenbach & Erin Hanson, orbits of 
the planets , strong use of white with bold red and blue, 

hyper-detailed, cinematic lighting, long shadows, 
saturated contrast, rough edges, abstract painting, 

fragmented realism, expressionism, hard-edge painting, 
emotional gestural strokes



A cute clipart of a [watercolor emu] in a [vivid land] 
surrounded by [vibrant] [flora], creating an adorable 

scene on a white background 

Vibrant Ink And Luministic Oil Painting with an 
iridescent wash, in the style of Erin Hanson & Albert 

Benois & Joseph Zbukvic, small Greek Riviera Coastal 
Village with a large fountain overlooking the ocean, 

trees, waves & whitewater, sunset illuminating dynamic 
cumulus clouds, hyperdetailed, cinematic lighting, long 

shadows, saturated contrast, rough edges, abstract 
painting, fragmented realism, expressionism, hard-edge 

painting, emotional gestural strokes

luxurious kitchen, in the style of light pastel colors,
hand - painted details, romantic, photo taken with nikon 

d750, gari melchers, qian xuan,

abstract acrylic painting on canvas, scintillating, mixed- 
media, gossamer fabrics, Glitterpunk, texture, 

abstraction, pantone, colorful, colors



Banana character design, realistic photography, 
detailed, magic light, colorful background, intricate 

details, rich colors, realistic style, front look,

Garden background, Red strawberry, Strawberries hang 
down in strings, Like rows of wind chimes, Petals are 

small and beautiful, Ultra high definition, real

A detailed close up image of a Guacamaya perched on a 
tree branch, captured during golden hour, taken with a 

Sony alpha a1, using a 600mm telephoto lens with 
bokeh effect with cinematic lighting

simple vector art, line drawing, Grim Reaper, illuminati 
symbols, black and white illustration, vector graphic, 

design, tattoo style

portrait of Grinsekatze (Alice in Wonderland) on a black 
background poster with vibrant neon colors, high detail, 

solid lines, solid stroke, vector illustration



a flower with berries, in the style of surrealistic fantasy landscapes, realistic and 
hyper-detailed renderings, neon color palette, mushroomcore, evgeni gordiets, 

detailed feather rendering, colorful melancholy::11 art of the day 3d digital artist 
and creator of dj smudge, in the style of abstract expressionist color fields, 
magnified ornamentation, light green and orange, cellular formations, focus 

stacking, mat collishaw, chromatic sculptural slabs::10 the art of a purple & red 
alien monster, in the style of floral explosions, physically based rendering, light red 
and dark cyan, unreal engine, spiky mounds, fluid, organic forms, realistic depiction

of light::9 an orange flower stands among the woods, in the style of cyberpunk 
realism, intricate underwater worlds, vray tracing, dark cyan, 32k uhd, concept art, 

norwegian nature::9 a beautiful artwork of colored poppy flowers, in the style of 
surreal cyberpunk iconography, glowing lights, detailed character illustrations, 

tonalist, contemporary fairy tale, kimoicore, ray tracing::9 3d illustration of a lotus 
flower with flaming hair, in the style of olivier valsecchi, cyril rolando, light red, 

alexandre calame, floral explosions, hauntingly beautiful illustrations, raw 
vulnerability::8 the plant has red and blue parts that illuminate in the dark, in the 

style of speedpainting, pigeoncore, polished metamorphosis, spiky mounds, jakub 
różalski, dragon art, fluid form::8 poppies in the dark, in the style of dreamlike 

illustration, detailed character design, futuristic chromatic waves, konstantin yuon, 
glowing lights, detailed flora and fauna, vibrant cartoonish::7 an abstract flower in 
flames on a black background, in the style of cyril rolando, dark pink and dark gold, 

colorful arrangements, olivier valsecchi, highly detailed illustrations, serge 
marshennikov, 8k resolution::6 dahlia with butterflies and flowers, in the style of 

glowing colors, darkly detailed, luminous shadows, colorful still lifes, dark cyan and 
orange, subtle gradients, digital art techniques::6 underwater cave with some pink 
water lilies, in the style of surrealistic fantasy landscapes, 8k resolution, realistic 

color palette, lovely, faith-inspired art, eerily realistic, metropolis meets nature::5 a 
colorful image showing a rainbow colored scene, in the style of cellular formations, 

zbrush, organic biomorphic forms, orange and green, glass as material, lightbox, 
organic contours::5 a picture of bright flowers with a big spot on the picture, in the 
style of zbrush, luminous and dreamlike scenes, rendered in cinema4d, realistic yet 

ethereal, cute and dreamy, nature-inspired imagery, i can't believe how beautiful 
this is::4 orange flowers with purple flowers at the end of a branch, in the style of 
realistic hyper-detailed rendering, cryengine, indonesian art, storybook-like, ultra 

realistic, soft, dreamy scenes, realistic and hyper-detailed renderings::3



VisualPulse, eye representing vision, symbol 
representing pulse inside, and throughout the eye, 

white blank logo background::2 logo::1.1 red::0.7 
yellow::0.7 Blank background::2 orange::0.7 purple::0.5 

ar 1:1
 

realistic eyeballs in a plastic bag, in the style of photo

taken with ektachrome, white and orange, elongated
forms, tweencore, meticulous detail, bright glazes,

transavanguardia

A detailed, colorful painting of a bustling city, with an 
ancient ziggurat at the center, bathed in soft, dynamic 
lighting as the sun sets in the background. The scene 

captures the atmosphere of the city, with people 
dressed in bold, intricate attire, and a beautiful crimson 

sky overhead :: just_gpt_ww::0

Woman with Fly Agaric Mushrooms growing out of her 
eyeballs, galaxies in her eyes, anatomical human heart 

and ribcage with mushrooms growing out of it, eyeballs, 
clouds and stars in the background, dark background, 
seafoam green, aquamarine, black tone, spray paint, 

hyper realistic, 8k 



Pixel art of a bustling city skyline with futuristic 
architecture, in the style of the San Francisco 

Renaissance. 32k UHD, Hirohiko Araki, realist detail, 
detailed marine views, Simeon Solomon, exotic

a very cute monster with fur and horns and many eyes 
in a soaked swamp, anime style illustration with a 

fantasy vibe, by Kiyohiko Azuma, by Paul Bonner, soft 
colors, soft Gradients

a skeleton full of bright colors, in the style of
terrorwave, dark green and violet, mecha anime, 

grandiose ruins, hyper-realistic pop-art fusion, kingcore, 
wimmelbilder

<https://s.mj.run/1b8H01-usK4> neotokyo, motorsport, 
sport tuner, custom wide bodykit, pearlescent paint job, 

rally decals, loose wires and attachments, cyberpunk 
junk car, night city backdrop



A pink flowers blooming tree, two super cute fluffy 
snowbirds standing on a branch full of flowers and 

smiling happily

a very cute monster with scales and many eyes and 
feathers in an aquatic environment, anime style 

illustration with a fantasy vibe, by Kiyohiko Azuma, by 
Paul Bonner, soft colors, soft Gradients

a tiny elephant balancing on the tip of a bright orange 
flower, highly detailed macro photography, water 

droplets and dew reflected on the petals, cute, 
beautiful scene, surreal photo, dramatic lighting, 

dynamic composition, ultra-high definition, 8K, blue, 
orange

a painting of Spawn jumping from a the rooftop of a 
terracotta village, windblown, an abstract painting with 
red paint on black, in the style of earthy expressionism, 
fragmented realism, wood, tonalist, close-up intensity, 

rough edges, 3840x2160



an interior apartment at night with many balconies, in 
the style of colorful figures, repetition and 

accumulation, brutalism, detailed crowd scenes, 
minimalistic portraits, birds-eye-view, bold primary 

colors

A painting that portrays the grandeur and mystique of 
ancient ziggurats, towering monuments of 

Mesopotamian civilization. The painting shows a 
ziggurat rising from the desert, with the sun setting 

behind it, casting long shadows. The intricate details of 
the stepped structure, the bricks, and the arches are 
highlighted with vibrant colors. The message of the 

painting is to evoke a sense of wonder and awe at the 
architectural achievements of our ancestors.

a futuristic venice, city on the water, in the style of dark 
cyan and light bronze, boats on the water, realist detail, 

martin ansin, sergey musin, futuristic fantasy, 
exaggerated perspectives, wide angle, low angle, light 

pink and dark cyan, dark white and orange, cypherpunk



hand drawn,comics cartoon style, cowboy riding a 
horse in the desert, 90's vibes, high quality, vibrant 

palette, 8k, artstyle by Bryan Lee O'Malley 

futuristic sleeping space, in the style of cinematic 
scenes, grandiose cityscape views, toonami, intel core, 

greeble 
 

1950s palm springs, a group of animals scene in a

beautiful desert filled with vibrant cacti, succulents,
and wildflowers, surrounded by mountain views, with a

mountainous desert landscape in the background,
digital color painting, in the style of retro glamour, retro

hollywood, vibrant portraiture, hyperrealistic
illustrations, highly detailed realism, simplified and

stylized portraits, realistic detail, 32k uhd

Bumble Bee-GraphicDesigner Superhero as a 
vintagepunk samurai, dark grey background, blue and 
golden details, artstation, hyperdetailed, 8k, beautiful 

lighting, artstation by James Jean, Moebius, cory loftis, 
craig mullins, rutkowski, Mucha, hyperdetailed, over the 
shoulder, close up, james jean, mucha, fractal, vibrant 
colors, rococo art , 8k resolution, clear shape, defined 

shape, full body



Pixel art of the lavender fields in the provence, in the 
style of the san francisco renaissance. , 32k uhd, 

hirohiko araki, realist detail, detailed marine views, 
simeon solomon, exotic

 

an old world illustration with mountains on the

background, in the style of iban art, reefwave, sublime
wilderness, neogeo, hyper-detailed illustrations, lush

colors, hikecore 

a close up of some plants sitting on moss, in the style of

dark yellow and light gold, mystical fantasy, john
wilhelm, soggy, albert bierstadt, mushroomcore, m42

mount 

<https://s.mj.run/iHxcJb7dxC0> neonpunk crystal

automaton, in year 4000 megacity, plastic translucent,
isogrid armor, all black vibrant paint job, steel

damascus holo suit, hip hop aesthetics, sharp and
angular, horror, Warframe biosuit, transportcore

a very cute monster with scales and many eyes and 
short fur on a lush grassy hill, anime style illustration 

with a fantasy vibe, by Kiyohiko Azuma, by Paul Bonner, 
soft colors, soft Gradients



images of a psychedelic tamarin with large eyes, 
colorful, in the style of dan mumford, josan gonzalez, 

32k uhd, surrealistic dreamlike scenes, ron english, 
detailed character illustrations, hazy

images of a psychedelic tamarin with large eyes, 
colorful, in the style of dan mumford, josan gonzalez, 

32k uhd, surrealistic dreamlike scenes, ron english, 
detailed character illustrations, hazy

**A llama in the style of Lisa Frank, full image, splatter 
background

amazing oil painting of a golden warframe samurai 
clockwork automato, fantasy art, golden filigree, 

intricate. art nouveau architecture style, mechanical, 
delicate, humanoid, porcelain, kintsugi, arcane, fractal 

armour

Cactus character wearing sombrero, realistic 
photography, detailed, magic light, colorful background, 

intricate details, rich colors, realistic style, front look,



colorful 1950s pop art nouveau ultra-detailed circus 
poster illustration in the style of a multiple-color 

woodblock engraving print by Jean James and Ghailan 
with intense saturated iridescent colors ((pinks, purples, 

oranges, teal, red, gold, blues plus liquid gold gilt 
highlights, metallic gold foil))cross-hatching, counter- 

cross-hatching, contour lines, stippling, a thin gold 
border frames the poster, printed on white paper,
vintage,, ornate harmonious design ::3 a stunningly 

beautiful blond girl pin up ringmaster who looks like a 
young Grace Kelly wearing a top hat surrounded by 

circus animals, stars and moon overhead ::3.4
controlled chaos, ultra-photorealistic, ultrafine trompe- 

l'oeil illusionistic detail, jungle-punk, circus-core, 
sculptural ornate costuming and decor, carnivalesque, 

precisionist, glints of gold, spotlight, rim lighting, 
atmospheric lighting ::3 correct animal anatomy::4 

words, letters, phrase, font, title, subtitle, slogan, sheep, 
skins::-1



create an gaming logo with an eagle as the mascot, 
triangle design, mute colors

close up view full body shot of ultra realistic 
pikachu,standing on a colorfull rug,realistic fur,very 

happy,white background,highly detailed,canon eos r3, 
50mm,8k, ultra hd, hdr.

Vibrant Ink And Luministic Oil Painting with an 
iridescent wash, in the style of Erin Hanson & Pierre 

Soulages & Andreas Achenbach, Fantasy Village along a 
raging river, trees, pebbles and rocks, large whitewater 
crashing on the edges of the river, sunset illuminating 
dynamic cumulus clouds, tumultuous, hyper detailed, 
cinematic lighting, long shadows, saturated contrast, 
rough edges, abstract painting, fragmented realism, 

expressionism, hard-edge painting, emotional gestural 
strokes

illustration with Adobe Photoshop, cherry blossom 
background, black crow foreground, bright and colorful, 

stunningly cherry blossom, mysterious and beautiful, 
vertical plane wallpaper for smartphone, Dmitry 

Rogozhkin and Stanislav Odyagailo



full body dynamic pose, ultra high quality digital 3d 
render Evil Spiderman from Bizarro world, villain dark, 

unreal engine5, dynamic lighting, HDR, volumetric 
lighting:: photography, miniature figure::-.4 batman, 

superman::-.1

full body dynamic pose, ultra high quality digital 3d 
render Evil Spiderman from Bizarro world, villain dark, 

unreal engine5, dynamic lighting, HDR, volumetric 
lighting:: photography, miniature figure::-.4 batman, 

superman::-.1

A playful T-Rex, rendered in a colorful and cartoonish 
style, with a whimsical mood and bright, sunny lighting. 

T-shirt design graphic, vector, contour, white 
background.

a woman dressed in black and chrome walks through a 
dark city, in the style of cyberpunk, exaggerated 

perspectives, wide angle, low angle,manga, sam spratt, 
colorful futurism, mechanical designs, light teal and red, 

android jones, the stars art group (xing xing)



Psychedelic, melting smiley faces and magic 
mushrooms

Full color lovely Norwegian national bird steampunk 
style chibi Disney style, line art coloring page, white 

background
 

Full color lovely Norwegian national bird steampunk

style chibi Disney style, line art coloring page, white
background

a house made out of colorful plastic pieces, in the style 
of floral surrealism, liam wong, uhd image, henri le 

sidaner, swiss style, traditional vietnamese, m.c. escher

realistic cute baby spider with oversized eyes and fluffy, 
perched on a delicate flower petal. The spider's small, 

chubby legs dangle off the edge of the petal. The scene 
exudes a sense of innocence and charm, and the digital 

painting style enhances the soft and whimsical 
atmosphere. Digital painting, Adobe Photoshop, 



a surreal, psychedelic image of a flaming skull, its fiery 
glow contrasting with a swirling, kaleidoscope-like 

background of vivid colors and patterns, creating a 
mesmerizing and otherworldly visual experience

A painting, full body, Green Lantern, executed in 
watercolor, inspired by the style of Alex Ross and Ivan 
Reis, featuring dynamic poses and strong contrasts in 

lighting, incorporating a vibrant green color palette and 
bold brushstrokes, captured with a 50mm lens to 
emphasize the character's presence and depth.

japanese buildings with a river in the background, in the 
style of digital painting, shang dynasty, detailed 

character illustrations, 8k resolution, patrick brown, 
historical, calming symmetry

 

un chat de race sphynx avec un chapeau dessin

peinture 

<https://s.mj.run/VeCqQOVOfHM> a tiger's head in
color with flames on it, in the style of dan mumford, uhd 

image, azure and amber, chinese painting, 8k, exotic, 
symmetrical,hd



the kachina has a rainbow body, in the style of neo- 
traditional native american, black and white ink, 

spiritcore, graphic design vector, white background, 
mixed media marvel, heavy use of palette knives

a Gundam cartoon full of bright colors, in the style of 
terrorwave, dark green and violet, mecha anime, 

grandiose ruins, hyper-realistic pop-art fusion, kingcore, 
wimmelbilder

a beautiful image of fungus, in the style of unreal engine 5, hyperrealistic marine life, dark cyan and 
azure, ethereal creatures, vray tracing, psychedelic rock, richly layered::14 a brightly colored flower, in 

the style of surreal 3d landscapes, nightmarish illustrations, detailed brushwork, bugcore, colorful 
melancholy, detailed compositions, neogeo::12 a photo of some orange flowers and leaves in the 

sunlight, in the style of realistic and hyper-detailed renderings, violet and pink, goro fujita, zbrush, 
traditional vietnamese, sony alpha a1, realistic landscapes with soft edges::10 a colorful tree is in the 

shape of a bubble and star, in the style of psychedelic portraiture, darkly detailed, mushroomcore, 
contrasting lights and darks, fluid and organic, earthcore, swirling vortexes::10 a tethered line, 

connected point, and dots, in the style of intertwined networks, ethereal lighting::9 by janie on 500px, 
in the style of graphic fluidity, flourishing botanicals, hyper-realistic details, dark bronze and light 

amber, light white and light magenta, photorealistic rendering, caravaggesque chiaroscuro::8 a digital 
painting with blue light and white flowers, in the style of michal karcz, rendered in cinema4d, colorful 

whimsy, vray tracing, light magenta and yellow, focus stacking, cute and dreamy::8 photography of
deep sea, mushrooms, in the style of rendered in cinema4d, mystic mechanisms, unreal engine 5, 

nature-inspired forms, 8k resolution, indigo and cyan, photorealistic detailing::7 a network of lines and 
dots, precisionism influence, samantha keely smith, interlinking networks, intertwining materials::7 

beautiful orange flowers in a garden, in the style of realistic and hyper-detailed renderings, dark violet 
and light pink, rendered in cinema4d, fairy tale illustrations, enigmatic tropics, leica m10::4 black 

background with white wired dots and points, in the style of social network analysis, tangled nests, 
focus stacking, precisionist, sabattier filter, streamlined forms, intensely detailed::4 an artistic image
with a red planet with an orange sphere below it, in the style of skull motifs, colorful fantasy realism, 

dark cyan and amber, 3840x2160, fluid figures, voidcore, intricate::3 dahlia with butterflies and
flowers, in the style of glowing colors, darkly detailed, luminous shadows, colorful still lifes, dark cyan 

and orange, subtle gradients, digital art techniques::2 an orange bouquet surrounded by bluish flowers, 
in the style of realistic hyper-detailed rendering, mysterious jungle, light magenta and brown, shallow 

depth of field, detailed character design, i can't believe how beautiful this is, photorealistic
landscapes::1 the plant has red and blue parts that illuminate in the dark, in the style of speedpainting, 

pigeoncore, polished metamorphosis, spiky mounds, jakub różalski, dragon art, fluid form::1



wide winding path through lush enchanted forest, with 
tree canopy, magical fairytale lanterns, storybook 

illustration, cartoon watercolor, art nouveau--iw.25

Futuristic plants, Green infrastructure, Green roofs, 
architecture, dreamy, photo shoot, iconic design, photo 

real, hyperdetailed, 8k,

A place of eternal punishment. Then Death and Hades 
were thrown into the lake of fire. This is the second 

death, the lake of fire. And if anyone's name was not 
found written in the book of life, he was thrown into the 

lake of fire.

<https://s.mj.run/1b8H01-usK4> neotokyo, motorsport, 
sport tuner, custom wide bodykit, pearlescent paint job, 

rally decals, loose wires and attachments, cyberpunk 
junk car, night city backdrop



Warhammer 40k's character as a medieval knight concept, 
grey iron armor, photoshoot, Cinematic, Color Grading, 
portrait Photography, Ultra-Wide Angle, Depth of Field, 
hyper-detailed, beautifully color-coded, insane details, 

intricate details, beautifully color graded, Cinematic , Color 
Grading, Editorial Photography , Photography, Photoshoot, 
Shot on 70mm lens, Depth of Field, DOF, Tilt Blur, Shutter 
Speed 1/1000, F/22, White Balance, 32k, Super-Resolution, 

Megapixel, Pro Photo RGB , VR , Lonely, Good, Massive, Half 
rear Lighting, Backlight, Natural Lighting, Incandescent, 

Optical Fiber, Moody Lighting, Cinematic Lighting, Studio 
Lighting, Soft Lighting, Volumetric, Conte-Jour, Beautiful 

Lighting, Accent Lighting, Global Illumination, Screen Space 
Global Illumination, Ray Tracing Global Illumination, Optics, 

Scattering, Glowing, Shadows, Rough, Shimmering, Ray 
Tracing Reflections, Lumen Reflections, Screen Space 

Reflections, Diffraction Grading, Chromatic Aberration, GB
Displacement, Scan Lines, Anti-Aliasing, FKAA, TXAA, RTX, 

SSAO, Shaders, OpenGL-Shaders, GLSL-Shaders, Post 
Processing, Post-Production, Cell Shading, Tone Mapping, 

CGI, VFX, SFX, insanely detailed and intricate , hyper 
maximalist , elegant, hyper realistic, super detailed, dynamic 

pose, photography, Hyper realistic, volumetric, 
photorealistic, ultra photoreal, ultra-detailed, intricate 

details, 8K, super detailed, full color, ambient occlusion, 
volumetric lighting , high contrast , HDR



extreme textures collection stylized textures high- 
quality canvas::2 emotionally derived colors, limited 
edition, acrylic paint, palette knife, textured, award- 

winning, deformed, surreal

a painting of a scene of farmland with a barn, in the
style of rusty debris, traditional vietnamese, light yellow 

and dark black, gestural realism, intersecting lines, 
repetition and accumulation, shot on 70mm

Cherry blossom, insanely detailed and intricate, 
elegant, hyper realistic, super detailed, photography, 

8k,

nacreous shimmering blissful iridescent memory shell. 
mysterious digital illustration by akira toriyama, Jean 

Leon Gerome, craig mullins:: egg, bubble::-.2

nacreous shimmering blissful iridescent memory shell. 
mysterious digital illustration by akira toriyama, Jean 

Leon Gerome, craig mullins



Vector file. Graffiti style image. Inspired by artists like 
Martin Whatson and PØBEL. Old fisherman in orange 

work rain clothes

the scientist superhero sits in a pose of thinkers, in the 
background the Universe on the one hand, sheets of 

paper go parallel, on the other hand, sheets of paper go 
in a pile, power pose, satisfied, positive, a comic book 

panel by Joe Shuster, reddit contest winner, superflat, 
dc comics, dynamic pose, dynamic expression, 

cinematic composition, dramatic lighting, photo 
realistic rendered, character, 64k

the scientist superhero sits in a pose of thinkers, in the 
background the Universe on the one hand, sheets of 

paper go parallel, on the other hand, sheets of paper go 
in a pile, power pose, satisfied, positive, a comic book 

panel by Joe Shuster, reddit contest winner, superflat, 
dc comics, dynamic pose, dynamic expression, 

cinematic composition, dramatic lighting, photo 
realistic rendered, character, 64k


